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Transcript of the talk for the SAAG Annual Conference  

An introduction to VisionMix India-UK; an artists’ and filmmakers’ network promoting 

discourse and exhibitions on international developments in lens-based media (initiated in 

October, 2013). 

 

Project Curator: Lucia King  

Partners: Research/development supported by Winchester School of Art, (University of 

Southampton) and SOAS (University of London); Partners in India: Shiv Nadar University, 

and Jawaharlal Nehru University, School of Art and Aesthetics, Delhi. 

(Gallery partners are in negotiation) 

 

An excerpt of the documentary film “VisionMix Short Cuts” that interviews two of the 

twelve India-based artists belonging to this initiative profiling their work, can be seen on 

this link  https://vimeo.com/87583579  using the password: VisionMix 

  

The 55 minute full length film showing all 12 artists of the India-based network members 

will be screened at 7pm on 13th May 2014 at the Khalili Lecture Theatre SOAS, University of 

London. [See separate announcement of this event on the SAAG website] 

 

VisionMix India-UK is a network of two groups, one London-based and one in New Delhi 

that include video artists, documentary filmmakers, photographers and lens-based media 

artists (also three from Kolkata and Mumbai). The India-based members are Atul Bhalla, 

Sheba Chhachhi, Priyanka Chhabra, Paramita Das, Ranbir Kaleka, Sameera Jain, Kavita Joshi, 

Avijit Mukul Kishore, Moutushi, Rahul Roy, Gigi Scaria, Anupama Srinivasan, Uma Tanuku 

and Asim Waqif. 

The London-based members are: Sunil Gupta, John Akomfrah, Alia Syed, Tajender Sagoo, 

Darshana Vora, Adele Tulli, Marc Isaacs, Tahera Aziz and myself, Lucia King  

 

VisionMix has 2 strands: It is an artist-led network providing a space to question issues that 

arise from our current productions and representations in photography and lens-based 

media; how these connect with current discourses on documentary testimony and the 

political siting of art in relation to audience address. This strand will lead towards the 

curation of exhibitions in India and the UK in the near future. Through its University 

partnership, VisionMix is also a forum for research investigation, where events such as 

symposia and workshops are being planned that engage researchers to consider where we 

are heading in the terrain where documentary intersects with artists’ filmmaking practices 

and theory (both in South Asian and international contexts).   
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Provocation behind VisionMix- the project and the film.  

Satyanand Mohan (2008)
1
 made the observation that the last two decades in India, the 

obsession has been with articulating the shifting spaces of globalization, in order to come to 

terms with extreme corporate expansionism and the rate of change taking place in the 

contemporary landscape. Alongside this is the fact that what features as the staple themes 

of Art produced by Indians about their socio-economic or political environment, are often 

not registered as “universally relevant” themes in the Euro-American art market. For those 

artists who haven’t already turned towards South-South or trans-Asian alliances, this then 

produces a double bind whereby, whilst opportunity increases to exhibit in Europe and the 

US, their work becomes a commodity with respect to the formation of possible ideas of 

what art is supposed to be concerning itself with. These artists have to ‘translate’ the 

cultural practices that inform their work to supposedly ill informed audiences who ‘need 

help’ understanding the environmental realities that are relevant to South Asians today. 

The commodification of socio-political affinities for internationally operating artists is a 

challenge that not only Indian artists face, but the proposition of accounting for one’s 

heritage does carry an ethnographic othering that they must negotiate. In some cases, 

(according to Mohan) Indian artists who experience this, end up naturalizing a translation of 

their ‘difference’ when they engage with curators and programmers to exhibit outside of 

India. But there are notable exceptions, such as the artist-filmmaker, Tejal Shah, who 

escapes the double bind by producing work that consciously refuses to carry indicators of 

regional locality in her aesthetic (particularly recent works). Yet the over-determined forms 

of cultural representation nourish endless cycles of art-fairs, auctions and biennales, setting 

the scene for what goes under the banner of “Asian Art”. The pressure to distort the 

rhetoric of what art is about, becomes a game of presenting the right degree of 

estrangement for the work to be ‘different’ yet familiar and palatable. One of the tags used 

for marketing an artist’s identity is birthplace as a quick identifier, so we get a show titled 

“Aam Admi” at Hauser and Wirth in London (2009) with the strap line “Bihar-born artist 

Subodh Gupta”. The kind of branding is, one could argue, pitching work as a nativist 

celebration of community.  

My thinking as a curator is that the only way we can disrupt the ethnographizing of artists’ 

works and identities, is to create a forum that lets artists talk to other artists and claim 

more authority in how audiences are led to receive their work. Sharing ideas about how 

work is authored, and responses to curatorial tendencies, whether positive or negative, 

could become a creative space of argument. We could propose alternative conditions of 

exhibiting or screening our work, creating a ripple effect to engage with curators, art 

historians, film/art critics (etc.) incrementally.  

VisionMix has a disciplinary focus on artists who work at the intersection of documentary 

and artists’ filmmaking, since documentary work in photography and the moving image 

constitutes a significant strand of contemporary art internationally. This particular 

intersection of practices also raises many questions about how political subjectivity is 

constructed as a way of storytelling- whether responsive to South Asian, European or other 

legacies of media narratives. We are also experiencing a moment when the tenets of photo- 

                                                        

1 Mohan, Article title, “The Archeology of Urban Life”, https://bhooma-

padmanabhan.squarespace.com/config/#module=content&collectionId=524feb35e4b060bcf0085dfeecific 

(accessed 3/4/2012) 
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journalism seem to be merging ever more closely with global curatorial practices in ways 

that are taken for granted, rather than examined. (This would take a longer paper to justify, 

but the pitch around Hito Steyerl’s recent exhibition at the ICA London, seems to draw 

strength from this association).  

In Jan 2014, I went on a research trip to Delhi and Kolkata looking for artists and filmmakers 

who could be interested in joining a network to explore such developments in new media, 

but at the same time I was also setting up a parallel network in London; artists who have a 

prior connection of working in India (as I do). During this trip, I shot the film “VisionMix 

Short Cuts” which profiles the work of 12 artists and documentary filmmakers from Delhi, 

Kolkata and Mumbai. I made this film as a sharing tool for the UK-based VisionMix 

associates, as well as for wider research interests (for students, galleries, South Asian 

film/art specialists, curators, etc).  

Many of the VisionMix artists from India are choosing to work topically on what could 

informally be called ‘contestations of the public sphere’; projects that take up issues such as 

(for example) the ecological politics of water. The theme of ‘water’ is common to the work 

of the photographer, Atul Bhalla, the video installation artist, Sheba Chhachhi and to Asim 

Waqif in very different ways, becoming a theme to harness different forms of resistance in 

their works. But within this attention to water, many strands of socio-cultural, religious or 

material/economic significance might be referenced at the same time. So, when looking at 

these projects, we need to consider particular social conjunctions, rather than thinking of 

‘the public sphere’ as a kind of blanket descriptive term.  

In the 21
st

 century, very few artists would carry a sense of belonging to a singular, organic 

notion of ‘community’. Rather there is a growing rise of pluralistic allegiances, which have 

changed what we mean by “public life” or “political identification”. As part of the resistance 

to the homogenizing effect of commercial art market mechanisms, thankfully we have 

moved away from the “nation-state within the body politic”, towards a more detailed 

consideration of locality and micro politics. Labor movements, feminism and 

gender/sexuality discourses, environmental activism for instance, hinge on transnational 

solidarities rather than on ethnicity or nationality.  

Artists are most definitely opportunists who frequently shape-shift to fit into recognizable 

styles and discourses around practices that are known to be internationally successful. We 

let our work become historicized by art historians or critics who make use of it to write new 

canons of contemporary art. But I would like to explore a form of exhibition-making where 

interruptive and ‘creatively indeterminate’ spaces, are not quite so subservient to 

universalist or stereotyped political agendas. Activist art, including the more poetic, self 

reflexive and less obvious kinds, are very precise in how they mobilize audiences towards 

specific ways of seeing. We need to develop a ‘critical transregionality’ (Nancy Adajania’s 

term) that is sensitive to subversions; ones that break through the various double binds 

that artists are pressured into performing. Audiences in metropolitan museums and 

galleries, are more knowing than they are given credit, and the rhetoric of belonging, as 

well as the oversimplification of political/ethical responsiveness in art, is often seen for 

what it is.  

There is a value, I believe, in presenting the artists’ voice (for example, in the documentary I 
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have assembled, or in artist-led workshops) within the same exhibition context as their 

exhibited works. The artists themselves are best able to tell us how their work has been 

authored, responding to what circumstances locally or internationally. Having such 

testaments available in exhibitions would not disavow the power of art to articulate itself 

without this interface. Rather, this is my response to the need to revise the staple topics of 

art that are privileged about art from Asia here in Europe (or the UK in particular). 

Conversely, this discourse would help to challenge and revise the accepted formalities of 

video art from the UK and Europe which has to comply with a different set of curatorial 

gate-posting.  

 

Lucia King, 28/3/14 

lucia@luciaking.co.uk 

 

 

 

 

 


